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After giving birth to his first litter as a Public Breeding Pet, his trainers have
decided to punish Soleil for his bad, selfish behavior during labor.
After giving birth to his first litter as a Public Breeding Pet, his trainers have
decided to punish Soleil for his bad, selfish behavior during labor.

Firstly, he is gagged, so he won’t be able to complain at all. Then, the piercings on the left side of his
cunt and the one on the top of his clit are fixed to the ground, severely limiting his movements.
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cunt and the one on the top of his clit are fixed to the ground, severely limiting his movements.

On top of that, his right leg is forcibly held up by a leather strap attached to a tree
branch above. Another strap, attached to a collar, equipped inner spikes, and the
aforementioned leg, keeps him from being able to rest his head without hurting himself. To
make sure he can absolutely cannot get comfortable, his arms are also tightly secured
behind his legs.
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This setup makes the already tight stitching of his previously torn open pussy be constantly
pulled from both directions, causing sharp pain anytime he so much as flinches.
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Are you in pain already?Are you in pain already?

If you’re already whining, I can’t
imagine how bad it will get once we
begin to actually punish you, haha!!
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nghh!nghh!

gghh!!gghh!!

How pathetic!How pathetic!


